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Lenovo 4XE1F30277 cable lock Black 1.8 m

Brand : Lenovo Product code: 4XE1F30277

Product name : 4XE1F30277

- Push-button design for one-hand operation
- Tamper resistant lockhead
- Keyless 4-wheel combination, provides 10,000 possible combinations
- Lock comes with a preset combination, easily resettable
- 1.8m (5.9-ft) length, 5mm diameter cable
NanoSaver Combination Cable Lock

Lenovo 4XE1F30277 cable lock Black 1.8 m:

The NanoSaver Combination Cable Lock from Lenovo allows customers to manage physical security
access within the enterprise, offices, schools, libraries, or in other public spaces. Cable locks help reduce
theft, and increase physical asset security protection for Laptops, docking stations, desktops and flat
panel monitors. The push button design offers one-hand operation for easy installation while the
Kensington NanoSaver Cleat secures the lock into your device. Superior strength lockhead to resist
tampering. Push button design for one hand operation to easily install lock.

Features

Product colour * Black
Best uses * Laptop
Lock type * Combination lock
Cable lock slot type Kensington
Number of combinations 10000
Easy to install
Easy to use

Weight & dimensions

Cable length * 1.8 m
Cable diameter 5 mm
Weight 200 g

Packaging data

Package width 250 mm
Package depth 170 mm
Package height 30 mm
Package weight 250 g
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